Personal Invitation to the Unconference:
Internet and Human Rights in Theory and Practice
The Centre for Internet and Human Rights and the project European New School of Digital Studies
would like to invite you to our event:
Internet and Human Rights in Theory and Practice
“an academic `Butterfahrt’ ”
October, 25 2019
@Viadrina in Frankfurt (Oder)
10 a.m - 5 p.m.

Our Goals for the unconference:
We want to bring together scientists and practitioners in the field to enhance transdisciplinary
collaboration and enable a change of perspectives. To make sure the day benefits all of us we aim at
creating concrete output during the day lead by the following questions:
●

Re(de)fine theoretical foundations for human rights in the digital age: Are human rights
moral or political/legal rights? Do we need new human rights in the digital age? Which human
rights treaties need refinement?

●

Practical implications for human rights work in the digital age: Which chances/challenges
bears the internet for human rights work? Which one is the most urgent topic/aspect in need
to be changed now?

Preliminary Agenda
8:39

10:00
10:15 - 11:15
11:30 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00

Train (RE 1) leaves from Berlin Ostkreuz
RE1 also passes Hbf ( 8.21), Friedrichstr. (8:25) & Alexanderplatz (8.28) - you can meet
us in the first wagon (however, you are of course free to come separately)
meet at Collegium Polonicum
Boat ride on the Oder River(“Butterfahrt”) - Breakfast & Warm-up
Input: What are Human Rights?
Pecha-Kucha I

13:00 -14:00

Lunch

14:00 - 14:30
14:30 - 15:15

Pecha-Kucha II
Discussion and output on a specific aspect of human
rights & internet in different thematic clusters I

15:15 - 15:30

coffee break

15:30 - 16:15

Discussion and output on a specific aspect of human
rights & internet in different thematic clusters II

16:15 - 17:00

Results & discussion

17:35

Train leaves from Frankfurt (Oder)
Train arrives at Ostkreuz (18:22), Alexanderplatz(18:32), Friedrichstr (18:36), ...

What we need from you:
Instead of having classical presentations we would like to ask all participants to
●

send us three hashtags that describe your main interests in the field of human rights until
20.10.2019,

●

prepare a Pecha-Kucha (10x20) to present yourself and your experience/access to the field
of internet and human rights according to the following rules:
○

prepare a presentation with 10 (not 20) slides, every slide contains one picture (no
text). For every picture you have 20 second, if you need help you find an instruction
here:

https://www.wabisabilearning.com/blog/how-to-make-great-presentations-

with-pecha-kucha
○

please send us the presentation by 24.10. 19 10 a.m.

As we are sending out limited invitations to selected participants we would kindly ask you to let us
know as soon as possible (latest until Sept. 15th 2019) whether you’d like to participate.
For any further questions please contact us at dinar@chir.eu or lwalter@europa-uni.de
Looking forward to a vivid discussion and seeing you in Frankfurt,
Linda Walter (Viadrina), Jürgen Neyer (ENS/Viadrina/CIHR) and Christina Dinar (CIHR)

